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Infectious Diseases

By Dr Oh Jen Jen, Editorial Board Member

A Bug’s Life

I

n 1995, a moderately successful Hollywood
blockbuster titled Outbreak entertained a
global audience with its doomsday scenario,
nail-biting suspense and hearty bravado. A team
of gung-ho microbiologists (many of whom
double as high-ranking military personnel) race
against time to contain the terrifying spread
of the Motaba virus, ferried to the United
States courtesy of a wild African monkey, then
unwittingly unleashed on the general public
through a chain of unfortunate events. As
hundreds perish from a deadly haemorrhagic
fever, desperation escalates at an exponential
rate, culminating in a daring escape from a
quarantine zone and a final confrontation which
decides the outcome of a merciless manoeuvre
aptly named ‘Operation Clean Sweep’. Real life is
rarely this exciting, but do not underestimate the
possibility of a similar apocalypse in the making.
The SARS outbreak in 2003 was merely a taste
of what is to come.

“The single biggest threat to man’s
continued dominance on the planet
is the virus.”

But watching this film the other day, I was struck
by its uncanny ability to mirror current events,
featuring heated debates not unlike the ones
we hear and read about so often in recent times.
There was even a conversation concerning
the 1918 Spanish flu (cue theme from The
Twilight Zone).
SARS earned its 15 minutes of fame before
receding into hibernation. H5N1 has not
attained its cousin’s virulence as yet, but the
media is having a major field day with the
myriad possibilities. Perhaps it is because we
remember the lessons learnt from SARS. Perhaps
an impending pandemic is just too great a story
to pass up. Or perhaps all signs indicate that
the new millennium will herald The Age of the
Microbe. Wait, make that the Super Microbe.
In the past six months alone, avian flu has
graced the covers of numerous high-profile
magazines (including Time and National
Geographic), made countless newspaper
headlines and turned the spotlight on a select
group of virus hunters, lab rats by definition,
but now thrust to the forefront of a battle that
may very well rival our two World Wars, The
Attack of the Clones and everything we saw in
Lord of the Rings – multiplied by a hundred.

- Nobel Laureate Joshua
Lederberg, PhD

“You have to admire its simplicity. It’s a
billionth our size and it’s beating us.”
- Outbreak
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Avian influenza simmered quietly for almost
a decade before changing strategy a year ago.
Not only has it crossed over from birds to
humans, it also boasts a mortality rate that
consistently exceeds 40%, travels to far-flung
nooks, and demonstrates a growing and
extremely disturbing affinity for direct
person-to-person transmission.
Ten years ago, most of us might have
considered Outbreak the product of a
screenwriter’s overactive imagination.

From HIV to SARS to Ebola, each potent
pathogen serves as a constant reminder of our
vulnerability and limitations. We manufacture
miracle drugs and orchestrate the most
remarkable medical advances, but only if we are
armed with sufficient (and correct) information,
backed by adequate funding, and given that little
extra push by Lady Luck. Where our era’s major
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diffusing capacity (DLCO), when added to
prednisolone and azathioprine.
(Source: NEJM 2005; 353:2229-2242)
TAMIFLU RESISTANCE ALARMS EXPERTS
A study published in the New England Journal
of Medicine reported deaths in 4 out of 8
Vietnamese bird flu patients treated with
Tamiflu. Lab tests showed that 2 of them –
girls aged 13 and 18 – had developed resistance.
Roche, the Swiss pharmaceutical group which
makes Tamiflu, released a statement suggesting
that increased doses may be needed. It may also
become necessary to combine the drug with other
antiviral agents in order to treat H5N1 effectively.
(Source: The Straits Times)
FACE-OFF BECOMES REALITY
Professor Jean-Michel Dubernard, a surgeon
at Edouard Herriot Hospital in Paris, in
collaboration with Dr Bernard Devauchelle,
performed the world’s first partial face
transplant, grafting a nose, lips and chin
onto the face of a 38-year-old French woman
who was disfigured in a dog attack.
Prof Dubernard, 64, a graduate of Harvard
Medical School, performed Europe’s first
pancreas transplant in 1976. He later garnered
worldwide acclaim for being the first surgeon
to transplant a hand in 1998, followed by the
first double forearm transplant in 2000.
Although mostly eliciting praise, the radical
procedure has also prompted warnings about
the risk of rejection, side effects from life-long
immunosuppressive therapy, and psychological
ramiﬁcations for both the patient and the donor’s
relatives. In a 2003 report, Britain’s Royal College
of Surgeons strongly advised against facial
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scourges are concerned, however, this triple
combo may prove impossible to attain, with
devastating consequences. Hence, Outbreak’s
mention of ‘Operation
Clean Sweep’ – a barbaric
eradication effort which
makes for good drama but,
hopefully, never becomes
a viable option in reality.

transplants, while a Spanish ethics committee
banned a similar operation in March 2005. In
France, the National Advisory Committee on
Ethics ruled out full facial transplants in 2004,
but left the door open for partial transplants
of the nose, chin and mouth area.
(Source: The Straits Times)
FALL FROM GRACE
Following the shocking results of an investigation
launched by a 9-member panel from Seoul
National University, Prof Hwang Woo Suk –
best known for cloning an Afghan hound named
Snuppy, then following that effort with claims that
he had successfully cloned a human embryo and
extracted stem cells from it in 2005 – apologised
and resigned from his position in December.
The panel censured him for fabricating at least
9 of the 11 “patient-tailored stem cell lines”. Fresh
DNA tests indicate that the remaining 2 are also
fake, casting serious doubts on whether his so-called
“original cloning technology” had ever existed.
Hwang now faces possible criminal charges for
misappropriation of state funds as the government
had poured in millions of dollars to finance his
research. Said Ms Roe Jung Hye, who heads the
panel, “This is major misconduct and a grave act
that damages the foundation of science.”
Observers have blamed South Korea’s hurryup culture, its deep national pride and craving
for international recognition for the debacle.
Some postulate that immense pressure from the
press and the people “short-circuited stringent
verification procedures”, causing those involved
to “cut corners”.
Further investigations will address allegations
that Snuppy might be a twin created from a split
embryo rather than a clone. ■
(Source: The Straits Times)

Just as disaster flick The Day After Tomorrow
gained significance following 2005’s long list of
natural calamities, Outbreak provides interesting
food for thought.
Sometimes, one’s imagination can be more
prophetic than science itself. ■
Other recommendations for your viewing
pleasure:
Films: And the Band Played on; 28 Days Later
TV shows: House MD; Medical Investigation
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